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Abstract

The Dalat Nuclear Research Reactor (DNRR) is a pool type of its kind in the world:
Soviet-designed core and control system harmoniously integrated into the left-over
infrastructure of the former American-made TRIGA MARK II reactor, which includes the
reactor tank and shielding, graphite reflector, beam tubes and thermal column.

The reactor is mainly used for radioisotope and radiopharmaceutical production,
elemental analysis using neutron activation techniques, neutron beam exploitation, silicon
doping, and reactor physics experimentation.

For safe operation of the reactor maintenance work has been carried out for the
reactor control and instrumentation, reactor cooling, ventilation, radiomonitoring, mechanical,
normal electric supply systems as well as emergency electric diesel generators and the water
treatment station.

Technical management of the reactor includes periodical maintenance as required by
technical specifications, training, re-training and control of knowledge for reactor staff.
During recent years, periodic preventive maintenance (PPM) has been carried out for the
electric machines of the technological systems.
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1. Introduction
The Dalat Nuclear Research Reactor (DNRR) was reconstructed in 1984 from the

previous 250 kW TRIGA MARK II reactor installed in 1963. The reconstruction had been
completed in the end of 1983. The reactor core, the control and instrumentation system, the
primary and secondary cooling systems as well as other associated systems were newly
designed and installed. The renovated reactor reached its criticality in November 1983 and
obtained its nominal power of 500 kW in March 1984. Since then DNRR has been operated
safely. It is mainly used for research, isotope production, neutron activation analysis and
training.

Technical management of the reactor includes periodical maintenance as required by
technical specifications, training, re-training and control of knowledge for reactor staff.
During recent years, periodic preventive maintenance (PPM) has been carried out for the
electric machines of the technological system. This report is devoted to technological aspect
of diagnosis of electric equipment of the reactor.

2. Statement of the problem
As electric equipment has been increased, new operational forms must assure

operation culture, reliability of the equipment, decrease man power' and monetary cost.
Periodic preventive maintenance (PPM) has the shortage: great volume of work that requests
more workers; for concrete equipment the values determined between periods are statistic
and they do not determine exactly the technical status of concrete machine that subjected to
disassembling to determine the status of details (a lot of cases show that after disassembling
the technical status of equipment is adequate for operation i.e. there is no need to repair, at
that time regulation and lubrication works do not demand disassembling). On the other hand,
if after PPM the technical status is not determined exactly we can't assure that separate
details of the equipment are in good repair. The change of equipment structure (the use of
active material for instance) leads to the increasing load of materials used for electric
equipment, increasing number of machine's parts, and automation level.

The aforesaid problems hinder the periodic preventive maintenance, the service mass
between two inspections.

Objective

The objective of the method is to aim at helping operation staff by precise data to
predict the status of equipment and determine the exact time intended for repair or
replacement. The repair is needed only when the machine part wear out and tear, reach the
values that lead to damage or economic unprofitabless.
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Task of diagnosis

- To obtain reliable information of technical status of the equipment without disassembling;
- To determine the necessity of replacing the parts or details, as well as the necessity of
regulation and repair, the cause of fault, the quality of repairing works (to determine the
ability of machine's work, resource; to find the cause of fault).

3. Basis of the method

3.1. Steps

The technical status of machine parts is change during operation process and it
depends on working regime and outward effects. That's why the data characterized for the
status of machine parts are changing parameters.

During operation, electric equipment can be found in combination of finite states
which can be devided into two areas: good working order and fault.

To determine which area the machine is found in, when predict we determine its
ability of work. The analysis of real status of machine permits to determine the level of
working ability and the time when the machine passes on the area of fault, i.e., to predict the
status of machine. If the machine is found in area of fault, the task of diagnosis is to find the
faults and their causes.

Diagnosis by inspection, test: To put the testing acts from the instruments on the
machine. This diagnosis can be carried out when the machine is switched off or operated.

Diagnosis by function: is carried out when the machine is running. It can be carried
out in quasi-function regime of the machine.

Based on the demand and experience of application, the main steps are:
-Determination of the parts and details (elements) belonged to diagnosis;
-Choosing parameters and drawing up the method of diagnosis;
-Choosing and working out the equipment for diagnosis;
-Drawing up the technology of diagnosis;
-Discovering the faults of machine.

3.2. Determination of the elements (parts and details) belonged to diagnosis

This work distributes to direction, content of next works to determine the measured
parameters and to draw up the method and instruments of diagnosis, technology and
economic effectiveness.

For the machines serially produced and those have worked to, determine the faults
we collect the data in operating condition.
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For new machines: Test

Analyzing the quantity and causes of fault, we determine the list of elements,
structure which limit the working ability and resource of machine.

Method of determination:

For each element the cost for operation without diagnosis is
C0i = Cmi + Crpi + Crci + Lf ,

in which
Cn,i = cost for maintenance
C î = cost for repair
Crci = cost for recovery
Lf = loss from the fault (for machine's standing idle, decreasing production...)

For whole machine the cost is

Cn,= £ Coi (1)

in which n- number of element.

The point for comparing the consequences of the fault of machine's elements is ratio:

G = (Cri + Lf)/Cnl (2)

So, we must determine the element that has the highest ratio (2).

For each element the cost for operation using diagnosis is
Codi = Cmlii + Crpdi + Credi + Ldi + Cdi (3)

in which, Cdi = cost for diagnosis.

For whole machine this cost will be
n

Cmd = Z J Codi (4)

Then, the economic effectiveness of diagnosis is
di = Coi "

The reduction of cost in operation with diagnosis obtained due to the increase of
resource and steadiness, and due to drawing up optimum period of maintenance. Diagnosis is
profitable when Co; > Codi.

So, among n elements we choose ni elements diagnosis could give economic
effectiveness, and

w
Cmd = 2 , Codi
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Relative effectiveness of diagnosis is Gd = Cotii / Cmd.

From calculated values of Gd we have a decreasing number series
Gdi 2 Gd2 2 Gd3 2 2 Gdn

From this series we determine the parts or details belonged to diagnosis. We could
compare the effectiveness, decision possibilities, order of drawing up the method and
equipment for diagnosis.

3.3. Choosing parameters and drawing up the method

There are many parameters:
-Presented by electrical values( voltage, current, frequency, capacity, resistance...)
-Presented by vision (fire track, soot...)
-informative, general, local.

From these parameters we concentrate the attention to the parameters that
characterize the technical status of electric equipment.

a) Main rule of characters' selection for diagnosis includes:
- Demand of monovalency
- The characters must be easily measured by simple instruments
- Wide range of measurement
- L diagnosis £= ^ direct by measurement W )

*- direct by measurement = ^ measurement "̂  Q-^disassembling/assemblingj

q- fault probability

The characters that do not satisfy (5) are excluded.

b) Choosing and drawing up the method
This work is difficult because of the structure of machine (the construction is close

realized).

Common demands of choice and draw up the method are:
- Simplicity, no demand of complicated and expensive instruments
- Ensuring of exact and correct results
- No demand of working regime
- Low cost of time and instruments.

3.4. Choosing and working out the equipment for diagnosis

At first, the parameters characterizing the technical status and their changing limits
are classified. Main demand: the use of equipment is worked out for:

- determination of working ability of machine,
- determination of working ability and resource of machine,
- determination of working ability, resource, and finding the faults of machine.
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Classification of equipment for diagnosis

Instrument
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| Equipment for diagnosis
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~ - — — _

:==- • z

' -*
System

Continuous
control |

Automatic

3.5. Drawing up the technology of diagnosis

Main difficulties are work out of diagnosis order for details and drawing up operations
during determining the causes of faults. The steps of this work are:

+ Drawing up the diagnosis tables (tables of fault functions), in the columns of which are
recorded parts, details, and in the lines- the parameters characterizing status of machine.
+ Determination of the order carrying control operations. This step concludes:

- Determination of common demands (status or working regime of machine).
- Drawing up the diagnosis regime tables (columns: parameters; lines: carrying out

regime).
- Detemination of order carrying operations:

• Parameters belonged to measurement in regime of switching off and
without loading.

• Parameters in regime of starting and heating.
• Parameters in normal working regime.

3.6. Discovering the faults of electric equipment

Demand: to work out the algorithm for carrying rational operations.
Main popular methods are:

• Serial analysis
• In half division
• Modifying probability in time (probability method)
• Branching and limiting
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Demands for the models:
• Having the permitted values of input and output signals, their depedence,

measurement method
• Input signals have normative values only
• If input signals are normative but output signals are out of permitted area, the

element is considered faulty.

4. Conclusion

Maintenance has been one sphere of the activities of reactor operation staff of the
reactor. Its quality answers the technical demands of reactor safety.

Although other questions (wear and tear of details, aging and faults of coils, faults and
defects of rotor and armature, etc. ) are not discussed in this paper, diagnosis shows its
advantage in determining technical status of electric equipment, helping the operation staff,
assuring the economic operation and decreasing the maintenance cost. It has become
nowadays relatively cheap maintenance. The experience gained and the good results
obtained will lead to further development in the future.
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